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Background?
   Although central governments of developing countries collect 
flood disaster information from local offices, it is obviously hard 
to identify the distribution and location of damaged and 
affected areas in temporal and spatial distribution during flood.  
 Bangladesh is the highest risk country among 14 selected Asian 
developing countries from flood risk assessment under climate 
change scenarios because of its largest vulnerable population to 
cyclic 50-year flood events 1) 
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Objective?
   To detect flood inundation areas over the nationwide 
region even with limitations of optical and multispectral 
images  
   To introduce an efficient small UAV for verification of flood 
damaged areas, i.e., rice fields, at the selected districts of 
Bangladesh, where monsoon river floods are dominant 
and frequent, affecting over 80% of the total population 
during the large flood from July to September. 
 
   To produce nationwide flood risk proxy according to an 
evidence-based scenario.  
Study area?
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Bangladesh is the lowest riparian of the three mighty rivers of the world 
the Ganges, the Brahmaputra, and the Meghna 
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In 2014, 25% 
area flooded for 
3 to 4 weeks 
7 major FLOODS since 1954 
About 3% to 5% of the GDP 
loss with each FLOOD 
5 times 30% or 
more area affected 
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Brahmaputra Basin 
Qmax.=103,100m3/s 
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Ground-Truth?
Comparison 2007 with 2015 floods 
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? The on-site investigation was conducted safely, effectively 
and cost effective in a short period of time, requiring less 
labor and collecting many kinds of data compared with 
conventional ways of investigation.  
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